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1. Introduction. Assume that an n x n positive definite symmetric matrix A
is given in the factorized form

0-1)

A=LDLT=ZTr1, Id.I
i
i

T
i

where L = [I., l2, • • • , 1„] is a lower triangular matrix with unit diagonal elements,
and D is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements di > 0. This paper is concerned
with the problem of computing the factors of a modified matrix

(1-2)

A=A + ozzT

in an efficient manner, where A is known from other considerations to be positive
definite. Thus it is necessary to compute a unit lower triangular matrix L and a

diagonal matrix D with d¡ > 0 such that

(1.3)

A=LDLT = E Yd.TT.
j=i ' ' '

The problem has a well-known application to quasi-Newton methods for unconstrained optimization (see Gill and Murray [5], for example).

In Section 2 of this

paper, it is shown very simply how to write down an algorithm for a solution of this
problem, and this algorithm turns out to be a specialization of one given by Bennett
[1].

He considers modifying the factors of a general matrix A = LDU when a

matrix XCYT of rank k {k < n) is added to A, and the specialization is that for
which U' = LT and k = I. Gentleman [3] suggests an algorithm for computing the
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triangular factors of the normal matrix in a linear least squares calculation. Building
up this normal matrix, an observation at a time, is essentially repetition of (1.2), so
Gentleman's method also turns out to be applicable to this problem, and has some
features in common with the Bennett method. Gill and Murray [5] suggest two other
methods which are apparently different and more expensive than the Bennett and
Gentleman methods. However, it turns out that one of these methods is very closely
related to the Bennett method. The relationships between these various methods are
brought out in Section 2, where we also introduce a new method of similar type, but
with important differences of detail.
It is important to know which of these various algorithms, if any, is suitable
for use in a general purpose subroutine. In Section 3, we consider this problem,
looking for an algorithm of general applicability, which guarantees A to be positive
definite, which has good error growth properties, and which is otherwise efficient
from time and storage considerations. We show that the problem of maintaining
positive definiteness in A, when round-off errors are present, must be tackled carefully, and we give an example which shows that with some strategies, arbitrarily large
error growth can take place. We also consider growth of error in general, and an error
analysis of some of the methods is given in Section 5. Again, not all algorithms are

stable in this respect. However, it is possible to construct algorithms which are satisfactory in all respects, and we find that a variation of our new method is preferable.
A worked example is presented in Section 6, which also illustrates how errors can grow
if care is not taken.
The detailed error analysis in Section 5 possesses novel features. A posteriori
bounds are given on each matrix element, rather than being expressed in terms of
norms of the overall matrix. Because of this, it has been possible to show that the
bounds are independent of any bad scaling which may be present in A. A similar
analysis enables bounds for the least squares calculation to be determined. In this

case, A has the form A = BTB where B is an m x n matrix {m > n). Fletcher
and Powell produced the draft of a report early in 1973, in which this extension was
carried out, and these bounds were superior to those given by Gentleman [3]. However, for the least squares problem it is more appropriate to relate errors to the matrix B, so as to avoid any ill-conditioning which might be implied in forming the
matrix A. This has been done in a more recent report due to Gentleman [2].
In Section 4, it is shown how positive semidefinite matrices, such as projection
matrices, may be represented. This problem has an application to methods for optimization, subject to linear constraints on the variables. Advantages of the LDLT
representation, as against explicit storage of A, are described.
2. Methods for Updating LDLT. A simple way exists of determining the

factorization of A. It follows from the observation that dAA\ + azzr (where
¡n ~ I) can be written as AxxT+ pyyr, where x and y are linear combinations of lj
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and z which satisfy x. = 1 and y1 =0. The last condition is fulfilled directly
using y = z - Zjlj

and x can therefore be written generally as x = lj + j3y. It

follows on equating terms that X = d. + oz\, ß = oz. ¡X and p = o - X02. Because

y. = 0, Axxr can be identified as d ,1 ,1 T. Thus, the first column of the modified

factorization has been found, and the problem reduced to that of updating S^.2^/M/
by the rank one matrix pyyT. Both these matrices have a zero first row and column,

so the problem has been reduced to one vexn-

I variables. Repetition of this process

enables the complete factorization of A to be determined.

If o¡z('W*T denotes the remaining rank one matrix when Stj'rfJjT
has
= z and noting that zj1' = 0 for all / < z');
then the basic step of the algorithm can be expressed by

been determined (defining o. = a, z^

(2.1)
v
'

T.tit dAT + o.x1
z<i+1) z(''+1>r = 1.iii d. lT + o.i z«> z^T.
i+i

This basic step involves the operations

(2.2a)
(2.2b)

«,= f,
~d.=d. + o. v2

iii,

terminate if í = n,

(2.2c)

ß. = o.v/d.,

(2.2d)

z<i+1>= z<0-„l

(2.2e)
(2.20

Iv

r. = l. + ß.z('+1),
o...
i +1 =o.-d.ß2,
i
irt

'

and the complete algorithm requires this sequence to be repeated for i = 1, 2, • • •, ».
This process is the specialization to (1.2) of the algorithm given by Bennett [1] for

updating the factors of a general matrix on adding a matrix of low rank, except that
Bennett writes q¡ = p¡ = v¡o¡ and uses the equation o¡+1 = o¡ -piqi/di
in place of
the equivalent equation (2.2f). In the form (2.2), the complete updating process
requires n2 + 0{ri) multiplications and no extra storage, assuming that L and D
are overwritten by L and D, and that z is overwritten by the successive v".
A similar process has been described recently by Gentleman [3] in the slightly
different context of factorizing the normal matrix of a linear least squares calculation. In this case, o > 0, but the method may also be applied to the problem (1.2)
for any value of o for which the calculated A is positive definite. It follows from

(2.20, (2-2c)and (2.2b)that
(2.3)

o.,=o.dJd.
í+ i
i i i

and this equation is used by Gentleman in place of (2.20-

It also follows from (2.2e)
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and (2.2d), after some manipulation using (2.2c) and (2.2b), that

(2-4)

T.=l.d.ld.+ß.z«\
i
iii
ri

This equation is preferred in place of (2.2e) in some circumstances by Gentleman. It
has the disadvantage that the calculation of 1¡ requires an extra i - 1 multiplications
as against (2.2e). On the other hand, there are also features in favour of (2.4) which
will be further discussed in Section 3.
Another equivalent method, which to our knowledge has not previously been
reported, is one in which the Bennett/Gentleman approach is implemented in terms
of t¡ = o~ l rather than o¡. We shall call this method the simple t-method; it consists of recurring for i = 1, 2, — , n the following sequence of operations

(2.5a)
(2.5b)
v
(2.5c)

v.=zf\
t..i+i . =f.j + v2ld.,
i
i'

d. = d.t.,,lt.
'

' '+i

'

terminate if i = n,

(2-5d)
(2.5e)

(2.50
where t. = I/o and z^

ß. = iv.ld.)lti+v
z<,+1>= z«-i;,l.,

T.I = I.I +ß.z«+1\
"l
= z. Equation (2.5c) is a rearrangement of (2.3) which

is used here to compute dt rather than oj+1.

Equation (2.5b) is obtained by re-

arranging (2.2b) and (2.5c). Equation (2.5d) for calculating 0f is preferred to (2.2c)
because it saves a multiplication and also gives slightly better error propagation. An
error analysis of the simple r-method and variations thereof is given in Section 5, and
a worked example in Section 6.
Two methods, which are at first sight different, are proposed by Gill and Murray

[5]. In their Method B, Eq. (1.2) is written

(2.6)

A=L{D + owT)LT

where v is determined by back substitution in the equations

(2.7)

Lv = z.

Gill and Murray point out that the factorization of D + owT can be written

(2.8)

D + owr = LDLT

where D is the diagonal matrix in (1.3), and L is the unit lower triangular matrix

whose elements below the diagonal have the values
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lij = vßj> J<L

The quantities D and ß,, ß2, ••• ,ßn_i can be determined from D, o and v in
0{n) multiplications. Gill and Murray also show that the special form of L can be
exploited to calculate the product L = LL in n2 + 0{n) multiplications. Thus, the
modified factorization (1.3) can be determined by first calculating v from (2.7), then
forming D and 0r, • • •, j3„_,, and finally calculating L = LL. This method requires
a total of 3«2/2 + 0{n) multiplications.
In fact, Gill and Murray's Method B and the Bennett method (2.2) are closely
related. In particular, the quantities v¡ and ßt occurring in (2.2) are the same as the
i>; and ßf occurring in (2.9). Furthermore, the back substitution process (2.7) can
be written

v. = zV

\

(2-10)

, /= 1,2, --,«,

z('+i) = z(0-„i

/1

t

which are just the equations (2.2a) and (2.2d).

These equations occur naturally in

Gill and Murray's recurrence relation for calculating L = LL. The Bennett method
(2.2) achieves its efficiency relative to the Gill and Murray method by exploiting the
equivalence between these two processes, and running the back substitution in parallel

with the computation of D and L.
Gill and Murray also suggest an alternative Method A for computing D and ß.

Because this method is much more complicated than that used in Method B, it will
not be described in detail. However, the philosophy behind the method is important
and we shall consider this further in Section 3. Details of all the methods described
in the present section (except the simple f-method) can also be found in Gill et al. [4]
with some additional less efficient methods for updating the LDLT factorization.

3. Choosing a Method. In this section, a number of important considerations
which govern the choice of method will be discussed. The aim is to give a method
which is applicable either when a > 0 or a < 0, which is stable, which guarantees
the positive definiteness of A, and which is most efficient from time and storage
considerations, subject to these conditions.
The first problem which we shall discuss is that of maintaining positive definiteness of A. It is often the case that theoretical considerations indicate that A must
be positive definite, apart from the effects of round-off error. This is always so when
o > 0, but is also often the case when a < 0. It is imperative that this property be
maintained in the presence of round-off error. Now, the Bennett algorithm (2.2) can
give rise to negative d¡ (and hence indefinite A), either in Eq. (2.2b) when o < 0,
or due to a change of sign in o¡+.

in (2.20 when o > 0. The Gentleman algorithm

avoids the latter possibility through the use of (2.3) for calculating o¡+1, but the
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former still applies. The simple i-method can lose positive definiteness when a < 0

due to ti+l becoming positive in (2.5b).
We shall now consider how the simple f-method might be modified to deal with
the case where a < 0 but ti+1 becomes positive, although A is known to be positive definite from theoretical considerations. Similar comments will apply to the Bennett and Gentleman methods.
We note that (2.3) and the definition of t¡ = o/1
ai

t,.,

1'

give

, i

and hence

o.

_ tn + l _ det D

on +1
,,

t,1

det A

det D= det A

These equations not only give insight into the role played by the o¡ or t¡, but indicate particularly the need to keep the signs of the t¡ or a¡ constant, in the presence
of the round-off error.
One obvious way of keeping A positive definite with the simple r-method is
to check whether ti+. is negative after using (2.5b), and if not, to replace it by some
suitable negative value, for instance t¡. However, usually by the time a nonpositive
ti+ j is found, a substantial part of the factorization of A will already have been
calculated; the following simple example shows that catastrophic error growth may
have taken place.

Let A be diagonal so that L=I and D = diag(10_6/(l - 10-6), 1/(1- 10-6), 1).
Let a = - 1 and z = v = (.001, .001, .001). Although A for this example is not
positive definite, a perturbation
A positive definite.

If 10-6

to a such that a = - 1 + 10~6 is enough to make
is regarded as the relative machine precision, then this

example can be regarded as one for which A is positive definite to machine precision, and is therefore one for which the algorithm ought to work. In fact, in exact
arithmetic, the algorithm gives the values t. = - 1, t2 = - 10~6, t3 = - 10-12, r4 =

10~6 — 10_ 12. Because t4 > 0, it is replaced by a negative value and this value
does not affect what follows. Consider the calculation of I 2. The value of ß2 is

{v2/d2)/t3 ~-

109 and hence 732-106.

Because d2 ~lO~6J2d2T2T gives a

contribution to A33 of —F 10 . Yet, the value of A33 in the perturbed problem

with o=-l + 10- is A33 ~ 1. Thus substantial error growth takes place, before
the loss of positive definiteness is recognized.
It is desirable to find a technique for overcoming this deficiency which introduces a time penalty only when the value of t¡+. indicates that positive definiteness has been lost, because these occasions are rare. For instance, one approach which
avoids using substantial extra storage is to store the ßt and the t¡, and if a ti+. >

0 is encountered, then the original problem can be recovered by running all the
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recurrences in (2.5) backward for values i, i - I, ■■• , I. However, the example of
the last paragraph shows that large numbers can arise in 1;.,/ < i when ti+. > 0,
which tends to give large errors in the recomputed 1. Therefore, we have not considered this approach any further.
It seems therefore that two alternatives remain. One is to accept the inefficiency
of always calculating the vector v initially so that the sign of tn + 1 can be checked
before overwriting the original matrices L and D. If r„ +, > 0, then the problem
must be modified, a subject to which we will return shortly. This is the philosophy
behind Gill and Murray's Method A. The other alternative is always to make available
~ Vin2 extra storage locations, which almost doubles the storage space required for
the numbers of the calculation. Various approaches are then possible, the most simple
of which is to store the original problem so that it can be recovered exactly if a ti+ j
> 0 is encountered. However, we have decided to accept the time penalty of calculating the vector v initially, rather than the storage penalty. One reason for this
decision is that in many applications (including those to quasi-Newton methods for
minimization), the vector v is already available at the start of the updating calculation. This can arise in at least two ways. It may be that the vector A~~xz has already
been calculated, whence v is available because the first step in calculating A~~xz is
to back substitute in the equations Lv = z. Alternatively, z may have been calculated
as z= Au where u is some arbitrary vector, in which case the intermediate quantity
DLT\i is the required vector v.

Therefore, we now assume that the vector v is available at the start of the
algorithm when a < 0, and we consider what is the best way to modify the problem

if a ti+. > 0 is obtained (or a d¡<0
in the Bennett/Gentleman method). We shall
also consider whether the simple ¿-method or the Bennett/Gentleman method is more
suitable in these circumstances. An important fact to realize is that when a tn + 1 >
0 is calculated, then, because of the assumption that theoretically A is positive
definite, the correct value of tn + l should be negative but of a magnitude comparable
to the round-off errors in the calculation. A satisfactory procedure is to recalculate
the t¡ using

(3.1)
(3.2)

'„ + i=e/0>
t. = t.+ . - v2/d., i = n, n - I, • • • , 1,

where e is the relative machine precision. Thus, o is replaced by the new value of
t~[1 which gives a problem that is close to the original problem by our assumptions
on A. These new values of t¡ are then used in the recursion (2.5). The error analysis
for the quantities t¡ calculated by (3.2) is almost the same as that for (2.5b); a
similar result to that of Section 5 applies to the modified problem.

A similar approach is possible with the Gentleman method. If a d¡ < 0 is
detected, then, although it is not possible to recur Eqs. (2.2b) and (2.3) in the opposite
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direction, it is possible to use (3.1) and (3.2) as before, additionally calculating d¡

from d¡ = d¡ t¡+./t¡. However, there are a number of minor disadvantages to this.
One is that the Bennett/Gentleman approach overwrites the d¡ by d¡. Thus, an extra
vector of storage must be made available in case the ¿;- and di have to be recalculated.
Another is that to calculate dn by the Gentleman approach requires about 5«

arithmetic operations, whereas to calculate tn + l by the ¿-method requires only 3n.

Thus, not only are there 2n wasted operations, but the necessity for fewer operations implies that there is less likelihood of tn + . > 0 being obtained rather than
dn < 0 (assuming that the values obtained in exact arithmetic would have had the

correct sign). In fact, the error analysis in Section 5 indicates that, even in cases when
the calculation does not break down on this account, and whether or not a < 0, the
Bennett/Gentleman method has a term which increases as 5« in the error bound,
whereas the ¿-method has a corresponding term which increases only as 3n. (Compare bounds (5.28), (5.29) and (5.30) in Section 5.) This term ultimately dominates
for large n, and so it provides a further reason in favour of the ¿-method. These
considerations have led us to prefer the ¿-method and we shall not consider the
Bennett/Gentleman method for calculating D and the o¡ any further. The arguments which have led us to this decision are partly those which influenced Gill and
Murray [4] in preferring their Method A. However, Method A is less efficient than
the ¿-method and does not seem to have any corresponding advantages.
Finally, we have to decide whether to choose Eq. (2.50 or Eq. (2-4) to calculate
1,-. As we pointed out above, (2.50 is cheaper, but the following remark favours

Eq. (2.4). Let (2.50 be written

(3.3)

T.i = 1.
= (1
1.
i + 0.z<'+1>
ri
x - v.ß.)
irv
i + 0.z<'>
ri

by virtue of (2.5e).

Then, if 1 - vtßt = di/di is very small, as may happen when
a > 0, then Eq. (3.3) shows that to use (2.50 might cause cancellation between the

lf term and the u^l,.

term implicit in ß.z^,+ 1Y An error analysis for the linear

least squares calculation using (2.50 has been given by Gentleman [3] and shows
a factor y/cfildi in the error bound.

The bounds given in Section 5 for the simple

¿-method also contain the factor y/ajd^. The worked example of Section 6 shows
how error growth of this magnitude is achieved in practice. If (2.4) is used in place
of (2.50, the factor y/djd¡ appears instead. Thus, the most obvious approach to
minimize the total error bound is to use (2.50 when o < 0 and (2.4) when o > 0.
This method requires '3n2\2 + 0{n) multiplications overall when o > 0.

A more attractive alternative is available, however, which reduces the total
number of multiplications required when a > 0. It is to use (2.50, unless y/ajd:

is rather large {y/Sildi > K, say). Gentleman suggests this idea and uses the value
K = 10. Ideally, K should be as large as possible, subject to the contribution from
y/Sildi to the error not becoming dominant. In our error analysis, the coefficients
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appear in (5.16) and, in the total error bound, the terms 17 +

I2y/S¡¡di occur. This suggests that K = 10 is rather on the large side. Therefore, we

use Eq. (2.50 instead of Eq. (2.4) only when y/Sildi < 2. We call the resulting method
the composite t-method.

We monitored the value of djd, on a large number of applications of the composite ¿-method and find that (2.4) is used on fewer than l/n
of the total number of occasions. Hence, to all intents and purposes, the composite
¿-method can be regarded as one which takes n + 0{n) multiplications when o > 0,
which is the advantage claimed for the simple ¿-method.
In practice, Eq. (2.4) is applied in the form

(34)

î. i = 7.l.
+/3.Z«
'ti
r<

where y¡ = d¡/d¡ = t¡lti+ j. We prefer not to use the value of y{ in the calculation

of dt (see Eq. (2.5c)), for, if we did, then every iteration would require an additional
division to apply (2.5c) rather than a multiplication.

Nor do we use the value of a¡

to calculate the term lf <i,-/c?fin (2.4) by l¿/a(., because this again requires n - i

divisions on those occasions when (2.4) is used. Instead, we use multiplications in
both calculations, for the price of wasting one operation on those few occasions when
the ratio di\di is so large that Eq. (3.4) has to be used.
In fact, the bounds given in Section 5 for the simple ¿-method sometimes exaggerate the dangers of using (2.50 all the time, and indeed it has been observed in

practice that methods using (2.50 do not necessarily give error growth when djdi
is large (W. Murray—private communication). Reference to Eq. (3.3) indicates that
even when d¡ld¡ is small, serious error growth can occur only if, in addition, an
element L¡ is large for some / > i. The error analysis in Section 5 is extended to

show this effect, which is also illustrated by the worked example of Section 6. However the error analysis does not lead to a more convenient computational

scheme,

because the test which it suggests would be expensive to calculate.
To summarize what we think to be the best method, we outline the steps in
the composite ¿-method, including the modifications to ensure that A remains positive definite. The inefficiency introduced by having the same code to cater for both
a < 0 and o > 0 is negligible.
The composite t-method: terminate if o = 0: Let ¿j = o~l and z^1) = z:

then
(i) if a > 0 go to (v),
(ii) if v is not available, solve L\ = z for v,

(iii) compute ¿¿+1= t¡ + vfld¡, i = 1, 2" • • •, n,
(iv) if any ti+l>0,

recompute the t¡ from (3.1) and (3.2),

(v) repeat for i = 1,2, ■■■, n the following sequence
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if o > 0 then f/+J = ¿(.+ v2/dp

terminate if í = n,

ßt-<pffltt+v
z('+») = z«-UíI.,i i'

if a. > 4 then 7. = ¿./¿., , and T. = 7.I. + j3.z(/),
else T.1 = 1.+
/3.z(/+1).
1
ri
A FORTRAN subroutine, code MC11A, has been written for this process and is available through the Harwell Subroutine Library. It uses only ~ l/m2 storage locations,

L and D being stored in a one dimensional form. Additional entry points are available, which could easily be separated off as subroutines, to calculate ,4u and A~lu
when L and D are represented in this special form. Facility is provided for making
the vector v available to the updating routine.

Entry points are also given to factor-

ize an arbitrary positive definite matrix, and to multiply out the factors either to give

A or A'1.
4. Semidefinite Matrices. It is also possible to update positive semidefinite
matrices using some of the methods described in Sections 2 and 3, and, in particular,
the ¿-methods are suitable. Indeed, semidefiniteness gives some advantages that are
discussed later in this section. However, special action may have to be taken when
any d¡ = 0 or d¡ = 0. There are three cases.
Firstly, the case when the rank of A is expected to remain unchanged is considered. In this case, z is in the column space of A and so can be written

(41)

z=Au=LDLTu.

If we define N = {/': d¡ = 0} and denote DLTu by w, then wf = 0 Vi G./V. But
v is defined by z = L\ so v = w. Hence, v¡ = 0 V; G N. Thus, if 1"G N, then, by
virtue of (2.2b) and (2.1), d¡ = d¡ = 0, and so z('+1) = z(/) and Tf is arbitrary.
Thus, the only action which needs to be taken is to set v¡ = 0 and ti+. = t¡. If
a value of t¡+. > 0 is calculated when o < 0, then the recalculation of the t¡
based on (3.1) and (3.2) can be carried out as before, except that we set t¡ - ¿;+1

if i G N.
In the second case, the rank of A is expected to decrease by one. In this
situation, o < 0 and it is known that tn+ . = 0. A typical instance would be the
operation
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A = A - A\xaTAluTA\i
for arbitrary

u. If the simple ¿-method (2.5) were applied to such problems, it is un-

likely that a tn+.

would be obtained which was exactly zero. In these circumstances,

it is appropriate to set tn + l = 0 and to use the recurrence (3.2) to calculate the t¡,
setting v¡ = 0, t¡ = ¿/+1, i G N. The ability to use the code written for (3.2) is very
convenient.

Note that if jV D {p, p + 1, • • •, «} then up = v +. = ■■■= vn = 0

and hence t„ = tp + 1 = • ■• = in - tn + i = 0. It is therefore important to avoid cal-

culating tp+i/tp in such circumstances. In fact, when the value of i is such that
ti+ x = 0, then, after setting di = 0, the whole process can be terminated.
In the third case, the rank of A is expected to increase by one. In this case,

a is always positive and the increase in rank occurs when the composite ¿-method

finds i EN and v, ¥=0. Then, from (2.2b), d¡ = otf = vjjt, and T, = z^/v¡ by
virtue of (2.4). The iteration is terminated after setting 1,=1.- and d=dj

for

all / > i. If Vj = 0, however, the action appropriate to the first case is taken, and
the iteration is continued. If v¡ = 0 for all i G N, then the rank of A does not
increase by one as expected.
One advantage to be gained by representing positive semidefinite matrices in
this way is that multiplication by A is quicker because only those terms IfdAf,
i G N need be considered. A more important advantage is that the factorized form
of A has the correct rank imposed upon it, whereas if A were stored explicitly,
rounding errors would make the rank of A indeterminate.
that when updating A

A similar advantage is

knowing that the rank of A should remain the same, then

the operation of setting v¡ = 0 for i &N annihilates some of the rounding errors

incurred in forming z in (4.1) which would otherwise cause z not to lie in the
column space of A.
These modifications for singular matrices are relevant to numerical methods
such as gradient projection (Rosen [7] ) and Goldfarb's method [6] for minimizing

functions of many variables subject to linear constraints.

One of the practical

difficulties with Goldfarb's method is caused by loss of accuracy due to errors in a
supposedly positive semidefinite matrix, and it may be worth investigating whether
representing matrices in the way described here is preferable.

Facilities for dealing

with semidefinite matrices as described in this section are incorporated into the

subroutine MC11A.
5. An Error Analysis. A computer error analysis of the updating processes of
the ¿-methods will now be given. The ith basic step of the methods, corresponding

exactly to Eq. (2.1), is

(5.1)

1* d* l*T + z*z*TIt* = ldlT + zzT¡t
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where asterisks denote quantities which must be evaluated on the z'th step. Computed
quantities will be denoted by bars, and the first step will be to bound the error E^
in carrying out (5.1), defined by

(5.2)

Ï* d* 1*T + z*z*T/T* = 1dlT + zzTlt + E&.

The' z * and t * from one basic step are the exact data z and t for the next basic
step. It therefore follows that the complete computed factorization is an exact factorization of a perturbation of the original problem given by

(5.3)

A = LDLT = LDLT + ozzT + E

where E = "Z^'Y Bounds on E will be derived. Note that the matrix A is now
a computed matrix, instead of the exact matrix of (1.2).
The equation a = {b * c)(l -I- e) where |e| < e, see Wilkinson [8], will form
the basis of the analysis, where * represents any of +, -, x, /, where a is the result
of computing and rounding b * c in floating-point arithmetic, and where e is the
relative machine precision (2~p in many cases).
In the simple ¿-method (see Eqs. (2.5)) the following computations are made
t* = {l+el)it

+ {l+e2){l

+e3)v2/d),

*4X1 + e5)
d*={l+ej{l+ejdt*lt,
(5.4)

ß =i\+e2){l+e6)iv/d)/t*

z-*=ií+elj)(zr{l+e2l)vl¡)
//=(!

+ e3.)(/.

4- il+e4.)ßz*)}'

'

where ev e2, ■■■ and e1¡, e2-, ■• ■ each represent separate errors bounded by e.

The analysis is simplified if the intermediate hatted quantities

(5-5)

d =d/((l+0(l+ej),
z. = z.,
;
/'

L={l+e2j)l.,
are introduced.

Also if these quantities are substituted into the right-hand sides of

Eqs. (2.5), then we can define ?*, d*, ß, z* and 1* as being the resulting left-hand
sides without error. Then it follows from (5.2) that E^

is the matrix

(5.6) E/O = (\*d*T*T- \*d*Í*T) + <z*I*T/T*- z*z*Tft*) + (idV - \dlT).
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^Qyg

Now, (5.5) gives the equation

Vk - ljdlk = Kl + C2/X1+ ^.X1 + e2)_1(l + e3)_1 - Wjdlk
= (e2j + e2. - e2 - S + 0(e2))/ycf/fc,

7 > I, * > ft

where the 0{e2) indicates a term that is bounded by a small multiple of e . It also

follows from (5.5) that

T* = t*{l+e),
* -*
I* =z/*(l+e1/),

(5-8)

/>/,

and hence that

(5.9)

J*z*kIt* - z*z*/t* = (- e. + et/ + e.k + 0{e2)J*I* ft*.

The definitions of ß, d and ß imply

(5.10)

0 = 0(1 +e1){l+e3)l{l+e6)

so that from the definitions of /* and /* and from the second part of (5.8), there

follows

/*- T*= \e -ell
(5 11) '
'
2/
3/ '

+ [(1 + e,Xl + e3Xl + e6T\l

+ e^1

- (1 + e3/)(l + e4j)] W*.

Eliminating ßzf using the last equation of (5.4) then gives the result

*; =7;o+ei

+ e3 - ^ - -i/ - %■- %•+°(e2))

+ /.(- e. - e3 + e6 + e.. + e2j + %. + 0{e2)).

Furthermore, by definition of d* and the first part of (5.8),

(5.13)

1* = (1 + e,Xl + e2){l + e^l

+ e4)(l + e5)d*

so subsituting from (5.12) and (5.13), it follows that

J*d*l*
I
k -l*d*lt
i
k
r*.

T*d*T*k{-el+e2-e3+e/.+e^
(5

+ le 6

+ eV + e3j + % + exk+e3k+

+ ¿,.3*7^,

Uk + <*?))

+ e3 - e6 - ex¡ - e%j- e4j + 0{e2))

+ T*d*lk{e. +e3-e6-elk-e2k-

+ Ld*lk{0{e2)),

e^

+ 0(e*))

j>i,k>i.

Then (5.6), (5.7), (5.9) and (5.14) give an expression for EJ'k\j >i,k>

i, namely
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E¡0=T*d*T*te1+e2-e3+e4+e5+2e6
+ e1j + e3j + %

(5 15)

+ elk+e3k+e4k+0(e2»

+ 'ï*7^1

+ "3 ~ e< " 'V ' '* ' Ui + °ie2))

+ l*d*lk{e.

+ e3-e6-elk-e2k-e4k

+ l.dlk{- e2-e3+

+ 0{e2))

e2. + e2k + 0{e2) + 0{e2)d*ld)

+ I*I*JT*{-el+e1.

+ elk + 0{e2)).

More simple expressions obtain for E\0 = EJp, j > i, and for EJp, which can be
covered by allowing (5.16) to apply for all / > i, k> i. Of course, E^ = 0 if either

/ < i or k < i.
We shall now proceed to obtain a bound on EJ'kY Because of the way in which
the 0{e2) terms occur, it is clear that, except perhaps for the 0{e2)d*ld term, these
terms will only make small relative perturbations to the coefficients in the final result; with this in mind, such terms will henceforth be neglected. Then (5.15) yields

(5.16)

^* ' < 6 { 3WF*1 + 13aA + (4 + 0(e)d*ld)bfbk
+ 6y/d*jdia.bk + b¡ak)}

where a, = 5*1^2|/?| and bj-dll2\lj\.
Now a¡ and bj are just elements in the
Choleski {LLT) factors of Ä and A, respectively, so (5.16) indicates correctly that
unacceptably large errors may occur only when y/d*/d

is large, which happens only

when o > 0.
A similar analysis can be performed when Eq. (3.4) is used to calculate 1*
instead of Eq. (2.50-

In this case, we replace the last line of expression (5.4) by the

equations

7 = (i +e )t/T*,

(5.17)
/; = (1 + e3/X(l + e4.)yl. + (1 + e5.)ßz.),

j> i

The formula analogous to (5.12) is now

, ,
(5.18)

l*=l\l
I
I

+et ' +e 3 -e 6 - e3/5/- *. + 0(e2))
v "

+ {-e3+e6-e1+

e2/ - e4/ + e%. + 0{e2))lAid*

and this leads to the following expression for EJ'k\ j > i, k> i,
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E$=Y*d*ï*ki-el+e2-e3+ei.+e5+2e6

'6

+ e3j + esj+e3k+esk+0(e2»

(5.19)

+ f^'9

~eo+eT~
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.21

'« + °« ~ '*> + °(e2))

+ 1Ídl¿e3 - ee + e7 - e2k + Uk - esk + °^))
+ Ldlk{- e2-e3+

+ ip*k/T*(-el+e1.

e2. + e2k + 0{e2) + 0{e2)d/d*)

+ elk+0(e2)Y

and hence to the bound

(5.20)

|fiW| <e{3|F*F*/F*| + 11«a + (4 + 0{e)dld*)b.bIr
'
'
'
' *
+ 6y/d7dT{ajbk+ bMk)}.

This bound, in contrast to (5.16), shows that unacceptably large errors may occur
only when y/d/d is large, which happens only when 0 < 0. It follows from (5.16)
and (5.20) that very satisfactory error bounds hold for composite methods. For instance, if (2.50 is used if a < 0 and (3.4) if o > 0, then it follows that the remaining 0{e2) terms can be neglected, and

(5.21)

\EJ0\<e{3\z*z*/T*\ + 13«A + Ab.bk+ 6{a}bk+ bfak)}

Moreover, for the composite ¿-method defined at the end of Section 3, where (2.50

is used if and only if d*/d < 4, we have the bound

(5.22)

|£J0| <e{3jz*z"*/F*I
+ 13aak +Abjbk + l2{a.bk+ bfr)}.

To make further progress, we apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to (5.22)

to obtain
(5.23)

|£<¿>¡< e{3¡z*¡¡z*|/|¿*| + (25<î*7*2 + 16dI2)1¡2(25d*T*k2+ 16d/2)1/2}.

This inequality can be used to obtain bounds for the total error E (see Eq. (5.3))
for the composite ¿-method.

The case o > 0 is considered first.

The computed matrix A in (5.3) satisfies the equation

(5.24)

A = y T d\T + T 1 d \T+ z^z^TIt.

P=1
p p p faip pp

+ ¿ E<PY

' fai

for i = I, 2, • • •, n, where 1 is the vector 1* of (5.2) calculated on the pth stage.
The diagonal elements of this matrix equation give the inequality

(5.25)

\zf\/tjl2<{Ajj+H.)1'2
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where H= Z^E^'Y- Moreover, by the definition of Ä and A, the inequalities

(5-26)

TdT2

pV,p

fp

<A..,

Ydl2<A..<A..

ii'

£?x pip

n

II

also hold. Now the definition of H, expression (5.23), the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
and expressions (5.25) and (5.26) give the bounds

H.k = L\E$\
<e

</<*)

¿3|z<<+1)||z('-+1>¡/¿.+

<5-27> + (25 idJ2

J

+ 16 ¿d,*},)1'*

(25 Ídk7k2i+

16 ¿dkl2kiy

/2

< e J3/Va// + Hh){Akk
+ Hkk)+ 4lVV**jBy letting ; = k, it follows that H¡, < X.e(41 + 3/)/(l - 3/e), so we may neglect
the H,: and Hkk terms in (5.27) because they are second order. Thus, because

\Ejk\ KH,k,

(5.28)

we obtain the inequality

[Efk\<

e(3/ + Al)y/AnAkfc,

where / < k, which is our main bound on the total error of the calculation. Of
course, it is possible to simplify y/Ä--Äkk to max,-^-,- and hence to Ififll, but
(5.28) is sharper. Also, it provides a bound that, in terms of relative errors, is invariant under scaling of rows and columns in A. Note that the dependence of (5.28)

on the dimension of the problem is quite modest.

A similar analysis for the case

a < 0, when inequality (5.21) holds, yields the result

(5-29)

\E¡k\<e{3j+

29rfÄ7Ä^k.

A similar type of error analysis can be carried out when using the Gentleman-

Bennett formulae. For a composite strategy that uses (2.50 when d*jd < 4 and

(3.4) otherwise, the bounds

Wik\<e{5j + 39)yfA.iAkk,

o > 0,

(5.30)

\E.k¡< e(5/ + 21)y/A~AY7k, o <0,
are obtained, where again j < k.

Although the results (5.28) and (5.29) indicate the satisfactory nature of the
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composite ¿-method, (5.16) may exaggerate the dangers of using the simple formula

(2.50 when o > 0. It has been observed in practice that d*/d can become very
large without any growth in error being apparent.

This can be explained using the

above error analysis but rearranging the bounds in a different way. For instance, if

all the off-diagonal elements of L satisfy the inequality

(531)

\l..\<y/A¡/{}%) Vi,/,/>/,

then the last term in (5.16) can be written

(5.32)

6(1/^*17*1+ \T*\d*\lk\)
< 6(id*1'2T*k[yZT/]j+
$*1l2T*\yfXj~k).

If the same analysis is followed, it is readily seen that a bound like (5.28) applies,
but with 29 replacing 41, even when "3.¡d- is large (provided that the term

0{e)díild¡ can be neglected). An alternative way of presenting the result is to define

(5.33)

p = max p. = max mmiy/ïï./d., max \l..\y/jïï./A.. J
i
i
j>i

in which p¡ is small either if y/d¡ld¡ is small or if the subdiagonal elements L¡, j > i,

are all small. Using the simple notation introduced at the start of Section 5 for the

ith basic step, if m.i\xj>i\lj\yJid*l'Äjj
< y/d*/d then it follows that ¡¡?*1/2/,|<
Pfs/Ajjlj for all / > i. If, on the other hand, yfd*Jd is smaller, then \d*1/2l-\ <
p¡\dll2lj\. Thus, from (5.16), by the same argument as before, one of the following
inequalities must be true,

E$ < e{3|z;¡|z*|/|F*| + ((13 + 6p.yJ*T*2 + Adl2 + Sp.Ä^i)1'2

((13 + 6p.)d*T*2+ Adi\ + èpAJkY'2}
or

£g < e{3|z-*i|z*|/|7*| + ((13 + 6p.)d*T*2 + (4 + 6p^dl2)1'2
((13 + 6p.)<5*7*2 + (4 + 6p.)dl2k)1'2}
and this implies that

E)2 < e{3|F*||F*|/|7*| + ((13 + 6p.)d*T*2+{A+6p.)dlf + 6^/j)1'2
((13 + 6p.)d*T*k2+{A+6p.)dl2k + 6p2kklky'2}.
Following the same argument as above now leads to the overall result

(5.34)

Iff | < e(3/ + 17 + ]8p)y/Ä Akk,

j < k, o > 0.
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Therefore, if p is small (either because the y/d*/d

are all small, or because the

j/.| are small when y/d*ld is large), then an acceptable bound on the error is obtained.
Even if p is not small, the error it causes does not grow with n. Nonetheless,
because p might be large, it is necessary to use some sort of composite process.
Unfortunately, the expense of calculating max>;.|/-(-| y/jcfj/Ä- precludes its use in an

algorithm. However, it does explain practical experience with the simple formula

(2.50 more fully than the bounds based solely on y/d*¡d.
6. A Worked Example. An example of the modification process is given to
illustrate the working of the simple and composite ¿-methods. The example is also

chosen to show the effect of the errors which can arise when using formula (2.50 in
the simple ¿-method when 'Si\di is large. To show this error growth, it is necessary,

by virtue of the latter part of Section 5, that the example have the property that
both cfj/di is large and also that some L¡, j > i, is large. An appropriate example
is constructed in the following way. The exact rational factorization of the 4x4

segment of the Hilbert matrix (H¡. = 11{i + / - 1)) is given by

1

1

1/2 1

(6.1)

L=

1/12

D=

1/3 11
1/4 9/10

u
3/2

1/180

1

1/2800

In this representation, any errors are avoided which arise from the ill-conditioning

normally associated with a Hilbert matrix. The matrix A is chosen by scaling H
by multiplying both its second column and then second row by 10-2, giving

(6.2)

A=

1

1/2- 10~2

1/3

1/4

1/2 • 10"2

1/3 • 10"4

1/4-10-2

1/5 • 10"2

1/3

1/4 • 10"2

1/5

1/6

1/4

1/5 • 10" 2

1/6

1/7

with factors

1

....
(6.3)

L=

1

1/200 1

__
D-

1/3

100 1

1/4

90

This factorization

3/2

1/12-HT4

1/180
1

has the property that

1/2800
l32 and

/42 are large relative to 1, and

that d2 is small. To create a matrix A for which d2 ~ 1 so that 'S2\d2 is large,
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Table 1. A WorkedExample Showing Error Growth
L=l

D=l

.005
.3333
.25

1
100
90

1
1.5

1

o=1

.833310-5
.555610-2
.357110-3

i
v.
¿Id.

1
1
1

2
.9950
1194102

3
-98.83
-1779101

4
59.40
1663102

t.+ .

2

1188102

1877103

1176104

¿/+1/¿.

2

5940101

15.80

6.265

df.

2

.4950

.08778

.22371Q-2

^i
ß.

.5

1.005

-.9478,10n-2

z('+1>

0

.9950
.6667 -98.83
.7500 -88.80

59.40

1. (simple ¿-method, using (2.50)

1
.5025
.6667
.6250

1
.6800
.7600

1
.9370

1. (composite ¿-method, using (3.4))

1
.5025
.6667
.6250

1
.6717
.7553

1
.9365

equivalent A (simple ¿-method), lower triangle only

2
1.0050 1.0000
1.3334 1.0066
1.2500 1.0043

1.2056
1.1714

1.1465

equivalent A (composite ¿-method), lower triangle only

2
1.0050 1.0000
1.3334 1.0025
1.2500 1.0020

1.2001
1.1667

1.1429

z=1

1
1
1
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1 is added to every element of A, so destroying the bad scaling. This corresponds
to a rank one modification of A for which

1

(64)

a=l,

z=

1
1
To show the error growth, the factors in (6.3) are represented to four significant
decimal digits, and computations are carried out in four digit decimal floating-point

arithmetic. The results obtained using the simple and composite ¿-methods are set
out in detail in Table 1. On examining these results, it will be seen that the methods
do not differ in the numbers obtained for Tj because, at this stage, the bad scaling
which has been introduced has no effect. However, for the second column of L,
y/a2/d2 =y/t3/t2 = V59400 ~ 250. Thus, from the error analysis, we might expect
to lose two significant figures in T2 when using the simple ¿-method, and, indeed,
comparison of 12 produced by the two methods shows that this is what happens.
If the computation of 732 and 742 is carried out separately by (2.50 and by
(3.4), then the loss of significance in using the former is easily seen. The matrix Ä
corresponding to the calculated factors L and D has also been calculated (exactly)
and it can be seen that the matrix Ä given by the composite ¿-method agrees to
within 1 in the fifth significant figure with the matrix obtained by adding l's to the
elements of (6.2). The matrix Ä obtained from the simple ¿-method however shows
errors in the last two figures.
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